we believe in the power of ideas
You can take part in advancing ground-breaking science and engineering at the California Institute of Technology by joining the Caltech Associates, the Institute’s premier support organization.

EXPLORE
- The universe
- The global environment
- The human brain and behavior

IMPROVE
- Global communication networks
- Computing and information technologies
- Understanding of and response to natural hazards

CREATE
- Medical therapies and drug-delivery devices
- Novel materials and engineering applications
- Alternative energy solutions

Pictured: Professor of Aeronautics and Bioengineering John Dabiri with graduate student Monica Martinez-Ortiz.
Caltech faculty are building materials and devices with novel properties—such as lightness and strength combined—that can address specific needs in the medical, energy, communications, and defense industries. Pictured: Assistant Professor of Materials Science and Mechanics Julia Greer.

Members of the Caltech Associates step inside a laboratory to see firsthand how researchers are creating innovative ways to efficiently and economically convert solar energy into stored fuel. Pictured: Former postdoc Michael Walter.
Intellectually curious. Influential. Global thinkers. The Caltech Associates are passionate about solutions for tomorrow—and know that investing in Caltech delivers powerful outcomes.

For nearly a century, the Caltech Associates’ collective support of research and education has seeded life-changing innovations and elevated the impact of Caltech’s science and engineering.
SHARING IDEAS
The Caltech Associates partner with researchers to strengthen the global impact of Caltech science and engineering throughout the world—from restoring sight to exploring the universe.

Pictured: Origami master Robert Lang (BS ’82, PhD ’86) and Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering Azita Emami.

MAKING A BREAKTHROUGH
The Caltech Associates provide funding to support student-faculty research collaborations. Students bring new perspectives, technology, and ideas to age-old problems. The student above is studying how nicotine works in the brain. Pictured: Nyssa Puskar (PhD ’12).
expanding opportunity

As a member of the Caltech Associates, you will enjoy unprecedented access to the world’s most revolutionary science, engineering, and technology. You will become part of Caltech’s rich intellectual community and connect with regional business and civic leaders. >>

VISIT ASSOCIATES.CALTECH.EDU
Join the Caltech Associates, and you will also enjoy the following opportunities:

President’s Circle

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION OF $10,000

Henry Robinson Society  Recognition for an annual contribution of $50,000

donor's Society  Recognition for an annual contribution of $100,000

• Invitation to events hosted by the president
• Opportunities to participate in domestic and international travel with Caltech faculty members
• Attendance at exclusive faculty lectures and dinners, public programs, and regional Caltech Associates events

Founder's Society

• Eligibility to join the Athenaeum, Caltech’s athletic facilities and recreation programs, and the Caltech Employees Federal Credit Union
• Access to Caltech Library Services and the Caltech Bookstore

Provost's Circle

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION OF $6,000

• Invitation to annual Provost’s Circle event
• Attendance at faculty lectures and dinners, public programs, and regional Caltech Associates events

• Eligibility to join the Athenaeum, Caltech’s athletic facilities and recreation programs, and the Caltech Employees Federal Credit Union
• Access to Caltech Library Services and the Caltech Bookstore

Ambassadors*

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION OF $4,000

• Attendance at faculty lectures, public programs, and regional Caltech Associates events

• Eligibility to join the Athenaeum, Caltech’s athletic facilities and recreation programs, and the Caltech Employees Federal Credit Union
• Access to Caltech Library Services and the Caltech Bookstore

• To become a member of the Caltech Associates:

VISIT: associates.caltech.edu
CALL: 626.395.3919
EMAIL: caltechassociates@caltech.edu

* Alumni who are 40 years old and under may contact the Caltech Associates for a reduced contribution level.

A minimum of $4,000 of each member’s gift will be designated for use in supporting Caltech’s top priorities in research, teaching, and learning. All gifts of cash and appreciated securities are tax deductible to the full extent allowed by law. Corporate matching gifts are accepted. Contributions to the Caltech Associates are credited to the Caltech Fund when the donor is an alumnus.

ENLIGHTENING THE FUTURE

With gifts from Caltech Associates, Caltech transformed a historic solar telescope into a state-of-the-art tool for bringing sunlight down to researchers’ basement labs. Pictured: Graduate students Asghar Aryanfar and Clement Cid and postdoc Yan Qu.
A vibrant organization of more than 2,300 visionary individuals, the Caltech Associates has proudly supported Caltech’s pioneering research and education since 1926.